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The content problem

Greek Wikipedia has few articles, especially articles concerning women's issues. 

A strong feminist movement existed in the country during the late seventies and it 
raised many serious issues concerning women's reproductive rights (abortions, 
free contraception), sexuality and prostitution. Despite its struggles against the 
traditional roles of woman in the Greek family and its serious impact in Greek 
society, there is still not even one article written in Wikipedia about it.





The participation problem

80% of the editors that defined their gender are male.

Wikimedia user group had no active female members in September 
2016.

 



From gender gap to gender bias
Lack of women editing articles leads to:

● Sexism in the article content
● Articles that mainly satisfy male interests
● Male view in a series of questions



The Question of Knowledge
● Access to information is power
● The control of information is of strategic importance
● The view of History is not subjective, not gender neutral
● The way articles are written leads to conclusions (even indirectly)
● Social power is reflected on the articles
● “Wikipedia is sexist. Women lack confidence. Women have less spare time. 

Women have problems with the editing interface. Editing is tedious. Women 
have fewer opportunities to develop social relationships than on other 
websites”. (New York Magazine)

● Wikipedia is a field of debate.



Workshops



Meetings, talks, round tables



gendergap.wikimedia.gr



The groups we approached

Telesilla



Results of organizing workshops nationwide
● One inactive female reactivated
● Three female Wikipedia editors expressed interest 

to join the user group
● Many female editors did more than 10 edits
● We start to become a recognisable entity
● Feminist organisations are inspired to work with us 

in the future



Gender declaration on Wikipedia
The editors are mainly male



Teachings and drawbacks
● Focusing in just adding content fails.
● Katherine Maher: "Your edit count is not your 

contribution" (CEE Meeting, 2017)
● Gaining trust takes time. Needs a lot of effort and 

teamwork.
● Female organisations have archives. They can 

provide texts, material for citations, etc.



Women in red in Greek

● Started April 2018
● ListeriaBot lists per 

nationality and sectioned by 
occupation



Articles gender gap

● 2016: 12.5%
● Current: 49416 biographies

○ 7280 female: 14.73%

● Last week:
○ 248 new biographies

123 female: 49.60%



Articles gender gap evolution

Why women 
don’t edit 
campaign

Creation of 
Women in Red

CEE Spring

Evolution of share by gender (average per week).

Evolution by gender (average per week).



Disseminating roles
● WLE and WLM committees have >50% 

females
● Awards are equally distributed between 

males and females





Thank you!
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